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PREFACE.

These books are intended to interest children in country 
life. They are written in the simplest language, so as to 
be fit for each class to read aloud. But the information 
given in them requires explanation and illustration by 
the teacher. I have, in fact, tried to make each lesson the 
groundwork for oral teaching, in the course of which the 
children should be encouraged to observe, to bring in 
specimens, and to ask questions. Then when the chapter 
is read and re-read, as is the case with most school books, 
it will become part of the child’s own knowledge.

No one can be more aware than I am how very slight 
these outlines arc, and how much more might have been 
given if space permitted. But I hope that much is suggested, 
and a teacher who loves nature will fill in the gaps.

The charming illustrations will enable the children to 
identify the animals and plants mentioned.

Arabella B. Buckley
(Mrs. Fisher).
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a field with poppies

dandelions and daisies
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INTRODUCTION.

We three friends, Peter, Peggy, and Paul, walk to school 
together every day. We all love flowers and animals, and 
each day we try to find something new.

Peter is a little boy. He can only just read. But he has 
sharp eyes. He sees most things in the hedges. Peggy’s 
father is a gamekeeper. She knows the birds and where 
to find their nests. Paul comes from the farm. He is a big 
boy and will soon be a teacher.

We meet at the big pond under the elm trees. Then we 
walk along a narrow lane, across the common, through 
the wood, and over three fields to the village school.

In the pond we find all kinds of creatures. In the lane 
are beetles and mice, flowers and berries, birds’ nests and 
wasps’ nests. On the common the spiders spin their webs 
on the yellow gorse. In the ploughed field the lark hides 
her nest. In the grass field there are buttercups and daisies. 
In the cornfield there are poppies and cornflowers.

Paul is going to write down for us all we see and put 
it in a book.
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LESSON I.

SPIDERS ON THE COMMON.

When we cross the common on a fine summer morn-
ing, we see many spiders’ webs sparkling in the sun. The 
webs on the gorse bushes are round. They are fastened to 
the gorse prickles by long silk threads, and each web has 
spokes like a wheel. These spokes are joined together with 
rings of silk. There are drops of gum all over the rings. 
It is these drops which sparkle like diamonds, and make 
the web so pretty.

The spider spins a little tent in the centre of the web. 
In this tent she hides, till some insect flies against the 
gummy threads. Then she feels the web shake, and darts 
out to catch the fly before it breaks the threads.

We saw a little bee to-day fly right against the web on 
the gorse bush. Out came the spider from her tent. She 
bit the bee with her sharp fangs, tore off its wings, and 
then sat and sucked the juice out of its body.

Paul caught her, while she was busy, and showed us the 
two fangs with sharp points, which hang down in front of 
her head. Above them are her eight eyes, four large ones 
and four small ones. She has eight legs with such strange 
claws! Each one is like a comb. What do you think they 
are for? She uses them to guide the silk threads as she 
makes her web.
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a spider-web in the sun 
a spider wraps its lunch
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We turned her on her back and saw, under her body, 
six little pockets, out of which she pulls the silk. It comes 
out through tiny holes. She draws it through the combs 
on her legs, and so makes her web as she runs along.

Besides the webs on the gorse, there are webs all over 
the common close to the ground These are not made with 
spokes like the round webs. The threads are mixed up like 
wool. For a long time we could not find the spider. At last 
one day Paul said, “Here is a hole right in the middle of 
the web. It goes down into the ground.”

This hole was lined with silk threads. Just then a beetle 
crawled on to the web, and shook it. At once the spider 
darted out from the tunnel in the ground and seized the 
beetle. She was so quick that she had carried him down 
into her hole before we could catch her.

There are many spiders on the common which do not 
spin webs, though they hang from a thread. They spring 
on the flies and beetles on the ground, and are called 
“hunting-spiders.”

The mother hunting-spiders carry their eggs about 

head, leg, claw and spinnerets of a spider, much magnified.
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with them in a round 
bag. Peter caught one of 
these as she was running 
along with this white ball 
under her body. He took 
the ball away and put it 
on the ground. When he let her go, she ran up and seized 
it. He took it away three times. Each time she caught it 
up again, and at last ran away before we could catch her.

hunting spider with her egg-bag.
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